
LAW 19: BOUNDARIES 

 

 

 

The Boundary 

 Before the toss, umpires shall agree the boundary size with both captains 

 Where possible the boundary will be marked along its whole length be either a 

painted line, boundary rope or flags 

 Any obstacle within the field of play shall NOT be regarded as a boundary 

unless the umpires decide otherwise 

 

Boundaries Scored 

 Boundaries are also scored off illegal deliveries (wides and no balls) with 

 Wide balls being accredited against the bowler and not to the 

batsman in addition to the run conceded for the wide, resulting 

in either 5 or 7 wides 

 Boundaries off no balls will result in the batsman being awarded 

the boundary and added to the penalty run conceded for the no 

ball with the summation being accredited against the bowler 

 Boundaries scored off no balls in which the batsman fails to 

strike the ball with either his bat or gloves are accredited against 

the bowler in the same way that boundary wides are accredited. 

 If a thrown run out attempt hits the stumps or batman when the batsman is 

within his ground crosses the boundary then the 4 runs (or 6 if ball hasn't 

touched the field of play after striking the batsman) is added to any penalty or 

completed runs and accredited to the striking batsman and against the 

bowler.    



 Depending on where the ball pitches after being struck by the batsman's bat, 

either 4 or 6 runs will be awarded to the batsman 

 

 

 

Fours 

 Four runs are awarded for a struck ball which either touches the boundary or 

the area beyond the boundary after bouncing within the field of play (Yellow 

Arrow above).  

 Also awarded for when a fielder while preventing the ball from crossing the 

boundary touches the boundary or the area beyond the boundary while 

simultaneously touching the ball with any part of his body or equipment. 

 Only four runs scored via the methods outlined above shall be signalled using 

the following signal 



 

 

Sixes 

 Six runs are awarded for a struck ball that lands either on the boundary line or 

the area beyond the boundary within bouncing within the field of play (Red 

Arrow in above diagram) 

 Also award if, in the process of making a catch touches the boundary or the 

area beyond the boundary while simultaneously touching the ball. 

 For such a boundary catch to count see Law 32 

 Only when six runs are scored via the method outlined above shall be 

signalled using the following signal  

 

 

 


